Campuses and Laboratories Connected through Latest Network System

Hyogo Prefecture is located in a wide area that is sandwiched between the Japan Sea and the Pacific Ocean, and thus incorporates a number of unique elements. Blessed with a rich natural environment, the University of Hyogo, aiming to nurture the next generation of human resources, is pursuing various education activities, and whose facilities make state-of-the-art education and research services available.

**Kobe Campus for Commerce**
- Administrative Office School of Economics, School of Business Administration, Graduate School of Economics, Graduate School of Business Administration, Graduate School of Accounting, Graduate School of Business, Institute for Policy Analysis and Social Innovation
- Institute for Student Support, Institute for Regional Promotion, Institute for International Relations, Library and Academic Information Center
- 8-2-1, Gakuenbori-machi, Nishio-ku, Kobe, Hyogo 651-2197
- [Representative of Administrative Office and Institute] +81-7-979-45194
- (Representative of Programmes and Units)
- +81-7-979-53022

**Himeji Campus for Engineering**
- School of Engineering, Graduate School of Engineering
- 2187, Shinosaka, Himeji, Hyogo 671-2280
- [Main phone number] +81-7-979-205-1661

**Harima Campus for Science**
- School of Science, Graduate School of Natural Science, Graduate School of Life Science
- 3-2-1, Koto, Kamigori-cho, Akogun, Hyogo 676-1297
- [Main phone number] +81-7-971-58-0151

**Himeji Campus for Human Science**
- School of Human Science and Environment, Graduate School of Human Science and Environment
- 1-1-12, Shirano-cho, Himeji, Hyogo 670-0020
- [Main phone number] +81-7-979-232-1515

**Akashi Campus for Nursing Art and Science**
- College of Nursing Art and Science, Graduate School of Nursing Art and Science
- 3-21-71, Kitaakashi-cho, Akashi, Hyogo 673-0058
- [Representative of Faculties and Schools] +81-7-979-375-8690
- [Representative of Laboratories] +81-7-979-375-9625

**Kobe Campus for Information Science**
- Graduate School of Applied Informatics, Graduate School of Simulation Studies
- 7-1-28, Minato-cho, Himeji, Kobe, Hyogo 650-0047
- [Main phone number] +81-7-979-362-9301

**Awaji Campus for Landscape Design and Management**
- Graduate School of Landscape Design and Management, Institute of Natural and Environmental Sciences
- 96-92, Nishinomiya, Awaji, Hyogo 670-1736
- [Main phone number] +81-7-988-82-3131

**Toyooka Geo & Kounotori Campus**
- School of Regional Resources Management, Institute of Natural and Environmental Sciences
- 128, Nippori, Toyooka, Hyogo 668-0814
- [Main phone number] +81-7-98-23-5666

**Institute for Research Promotion and Collaboration**
- 5F, Jekkuan Building, 123 Marumakacho, Himeji, Hyogo 670-0826
- [Main phone number] +81-7-979-23-4706

**Laboratory of Advanced Science and Technology for Industry**
- 3-1-2, Koto, Kamigori-cho, Akogun, Hyogo 676-1205
- [Main phone number] +81-7-979-332-249

**Institute of Natural and Environmental Sciences (Nature and Environment Division)**
- 6, Yoyogawaka, Saka, Hyogo 669-1546
- [Main phone number] +81-7-979-592-2001

**Institute of Natural and Environmental Sciences (Astronomy and Astrophysics Division)**
- 407-2, Nishio-cho, Sannoh-cho, Sannoo, Hyogo 679-5313
- [Main phone number] +81-7-979-45106

**Institute of Natural and Environmental Sciences (Forest and Wildlife Division)**
- 340, Sannoiwa, Arakaki-cho, Tamba, Hyogo 669-3842
- [Main phone number] +81-7-979-80-5500

**Education Center for Disaster Reduction, Institute for General Education**
- Akashi West Building of Disaster Reduction and Human Recovery Institute
- 3-2, Uchiko, Shinkamagome-cho, Chuo, Kobe, 651-0073
- [Main phone number] +81-7-979-271-3200

**High School and Junior High School of University of Hyogo**
- 3-11-7, Koto, Kamigori-cho, Akogun, Hyogo 676-1205
- [Representative of High School] +81-7-979-38-1072
- [Representative of Junior High School] +81-7-979-58-0735
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A University to Try At, a University that Supports Tries: That’s What We are Here for

The future is here, together with the world, at The University of Hyogo

The year 2014 marks the 10th anniversary of the foundation of the University of Hyogo and the 85th anniversary of the founding of the original school!
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TRY!

What new challenges do you wish to take on?

We can support what you wish to try.

The University of Hyogo was established in 2004 through an integration of Kobe University of Commerce, Himeji Institute of Technology, and the College of Nursing Art and Science, Hyogo, each having its own long individual history and traditions. The university currently includes six faculties, 13 graduate schools, and four research centers, supporting a total of approximately 7,000 undergraduate and graduate students, thus making it one of Japan’s leading public universities.

A special characteristic of the University of Hyogo is that its education and research facilities are spread throughout the prefecture, from the Tajima region in the north to Awaji Island in the south, from the Hanshin and Tanba regions in the east to the Harima prefecture, from the Tajima region in the north to Awaji Island in the south, while being centered in the prefectural capital of Kobe City. My personal wish for all our students is that they would occasionally leave their campuses and learn a variety of things through taking part in local community activities, and then contribute to society through utilizing the achievements gained in those activities. We have just started a new educational system to support these types of activities owing to the grants, such as university COC (Center of Community) projects, from the national government and other organizations.

Amid increasing globalization, we aim at developing leaders who all have global perspectives. We have begun a inter-departmental global leader education program and established two leading graduate schools for the life science and nursing fields to foster world-class talented individuals. Furthermore, as a public university in Hyogo Prefecture that experienced the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake, we are fully committed to promoting educational and research activities in the disaster-prevention field in cooperation with Hyogo Prefecture.

Another special characteristic of the University of Hyogo is that students and professors have access to advanced facilities that enable them to fully devote themselves to their research. In association with other research institutes, including the large synchrotron radiation facility, SPring-8, in Harima Science Garden City, and the super computer, Kei, on Kobe’s Port Island, students can work on a wide variety of research activities from fundamental research to application research that will surely lead to solutions for a number of social issues.

These types of efforts have enabled the University of Hyogo to enthusiastically celebrate the 10th anniversary of its foundation, the 85th anniversary of the foundation of its predecessor, the Hyogo Prefectural Higher Commercial School of Kobe. We intend to use this occasion to proceed with further developments of the university with other research institutes, including the large synchrotron radiation facility, SPring-8, in Harima Science Garden City, and the super computer, Kei, on Kobe’s Port Island, students can work on a wide variety of research activities from fundamental research to application research that will surely lead to solutions for a number of social issues.

I believe that the free-spirited culture we provide enables our students to realize forward-looking innovations while also inheriting the history and traditions of the university. Wouldn’t you too like to TRY some of the various activities our campuses make available?

The basic colors of the university emblem are blue and gold, which represent profound wisdom and a bright future. The three pillars used as the motif denote “Education, Research, and Social Contribution”, i.e. the principles of the University of Hyogo, and thereby representing the stance of the university to keep continuing to grow as a “center of intelligence” which is also open to society.

The university we aim to be

- Full of humanity and proud of our educational achievements
- Full of personality and capable of creative, cutting-edge research
- Open to the world but still very much in touch with local communities
The School of Economics is committed to providing a “new economics” education that covers the global economy, regions, environments, public policies, information analysis, etc. on the basis of theories and analytical skills that allow its students to understand and interpret rapidly changing economics. The school introduced an “International Graduation Course” in which subjects are taught in English for the purpose of developing human resources with English language skills.

The Graduate School of Economics incorporates more than 40 subjects and fosters economists and researchers with advanced expertise in the respective fields of the global economy and regional economy.

Features of the School of Economics

- Provides a systematic educational curriculum
- Respect for individually via small-group instruction
- Importance of information and foreign language education

Graduate School

- Graduate School of Economics
  - Student Quota
    - Master's program: 20 students (10 students per grade)
    - Doctoral program: 15 students (6 students per grade)
  - Course of Regional and Public Policy
    - Master's program: 20 students (10 students per grade)

Undergraduate School

- International Economics
  - Student Quota: 190 students (20 students per grade)
- Business Creation
  - Student Quota: 230 students (10 students per grade)
The College of Nursing Arts and Science aims to develop human resources equipped with the expertise and skills in the nursing field, and the ability to creatively address both domestic and overseas welfare in an innovative, creative, and pioneering manner, thereby contributing to the development of nursing science through both practical work and pure research.

### Features of School of Nursing Art and Science

- **Study the value of life, and support anyone that requires protection**
- **Encounter a wide variety of knowledge**
- **Increased possibilities via multiple national qualifications**
- **A leading Japanese education and research environment**

#### Graduate School

- **Student Quota**
  - Course of Nursing Art and Science
    - Master's program: 30 students (25 students per grade)
    - Doctoral program: 12 students (5 students per grade)
  - Course on Collaborative Disaster Nursing
    - Integrated Master and Doctoral Course: 10 students (5 students per grade)

#### Outline

- **Location**
  - Akashi Campus for Nursing Art and Science 1-3-77, Kitajino-chuo, Akashi, Hyogo
- **Student Quota**
  - Undergraduate School
    - Nursing Art and Science: 130 students (10 students per grade, 10 students to be transferred from the third grade class)
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The School of Human Sciences and Environment provides a broad range of educational curricula that range from science and engineering subjects through to liberal arts subjects. To ensure the characteristics of this type of education, a small class system is used in introducing “basic seminars,” “field work,” and “experiments and practical training programs” that thereby complement the main classroom lectures. The school includes a Department of Food Science and Human Nutrition where students can acquire nationally-certified nutritionist and nutrition teacher licenses. The Graduate School of Human Science and Environment aims to develop human resources that have broad interdisciplinary and creative perspectives.

### Features of School of Human Science and Environment

- **Consolidated science and liberal art field education**
- **Seminar education via small class system**
- **Field work education**
- **Provides nationally-certified nutritionist qualifications**

#### Graduate School

- **Student Quota**
  - Course of Human Science and Environment
    - Master's program: 60 students (25 students per grade)
    - Doctoral program: 18 students (6 students per grade)

#### Outline

- **Location**
  - Himeji Campus for Human Science 1-7-12, Shinonome-cho, Himeji, Hyogo
- **Student Quota**
  - Undergraduate School
    - School of Human Science and Environment: 420 students (100 students per grade, 10 students to be transferred from the third grade class)

---

The University of Hyogo has established institutes to be responsible for the further promotion of educational system reforms, and the provision of job placement services and social action programs to all the students throughout the university.

### Features of School of Human Science and Environment

- **Increased possibilities via multiple national qualifications**
- **An innovative, creative, and pioneering manner**

#### Graduate School

- **Student Quota**
  - Course of Applied Informatics
    - Master's program: 30 students (25 students per grade)
    - Doctoral program: 12 students (5 students per grade)

#### Outline

- **Location**
  - Himeji, Campus for Human Science
- **Student Quota**
  - Undergraduate School
    - School of Human Science and Environment: 810 students (200 students per grade, 5 students to be transferred from the third grade class)
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In response to the reorganization into corporation, the University of Hyogo has established institutes to be responsible for the further promotion of educational system reforms, and the provision of job placement services and social action programs to all the students throughout the university.
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- **Increased possibilities via multiple national qualifications**
- **A leading Japanese education and research environment**

#### Graduate School

- **Student Quota**
  - Course of Nursing Art and Science
    - Master's program: 30 students (25 students per grade)
    - Doctoral program: 12 students (5 students per grade)

#### Outline

- **Location**
  - Akashi, Campus for Nursing Art and Science
    - 1-3-77, Kitajino-chuo, Akashi, Hyogo
- **Student Quota**
  - Undergraduate School
    - Nursing Art and Science: 130 students (10 students per grade, 10 students to be transferred from the third grade class)
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